and assess the risk of violations in human health of varying severity when exposed to non-carcinogenic chemicals.
Introduction
In recent years, many authors have noted a sharp deterioration in the quality of tap water consumed by the population and the presence of extraneous irritating odors in the air [1, 2, 3, 4] . At the same time, it is also noted that the quality of tap water almost does not reach the minimum standards for compliance with the purity of consumed water in many large cities. The consumption of low-quality water and the presence of extraneous annoying odors in the air leads in turn to a significant deterioration in well-being, poor health and sharp increase in the incidence among the population (the risk of infectious diseases, the risk of exacerbation of chronic diseases and the risk of cancer among the population increase significantly) [2, 3.4] .
At the second UN conference on environment and development (Rio de Janeiro, June 1992), it was noted that humanity is on the verge of a possible environmental disaster [Koptyug, 1993] .
We conducted a socio-hygienic study in order to identify the effects of The likelihood of developing chronic effects from the liver (HI to 0.22), kidneys (HI to 0.17), eyes (HI to 0.07), hormonal system (HI to 0.0002).
The research results showed that the hazard coefficients (HQ) and the total risk (HI) in the residential area are at an acceptable level due to emissions from the enterprise. 
Summary
The analysis results of our study showed that the concentration of chemicals in the studied environmental objects decreases depending on the distance from the industrial enterprise. In atmospheric air, the concentration of chemicals also depends on the wind direction. These indicators give reason to assert that our study reliably proves that the petrochemical plant is the source of priority pollutants in the study area. To reduce the risk of developing non-carcinogenic effects of heavy metals from the soil by the cutaneous route, it is recommended to limit contact with the soil and the departure of children and adults to ecologically safe areas.
It is necessary to regularly monitor the concentration of chemicals in environmental objects (atmospheric air, soil, tap water) and not exceed the permissible level (indicators shall be at an acceptable level or lower than RfCi).
